Transforming Tables
VALUES
We honor our clients, employees, friends, families, and the planet by giving back as much and as often as possible. Our support for non-profits, educational initiatives, and charitable institutions are at the core of our business.

DEDICATION
Start your transformation with your own dedicated team at Resource. From exploring design solutions, to choosing finishes, to white-glove delivery, we ensure your success at every step.

EXPERTISE
Let us help you uncover the infinitely flexible and delightfully unexpected possibilities of your space. Step into a home that perfectly reflects your lifestyle and needs.

EXPERIENCE
Put our 20 years as industry leaders to work for you. With a network of eight showrooms, Resource is the largest and most comprehensive source for cutting-edge living solutions in North America.

COMMITMENT
We honor a lifetime warranty on our wall bed systems and options for reinstallation in a new home. This represents our lasting commitment to our clients and to the quality of what we represent.

Live Limitlessly.
Break free from the confines of architectural boundaries. Transform and multiply your space with smart furniture from Resource.
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Remodeling or refurbishing your existing home? Are you a downsizer in a need of a more flexible home that can adapt to your changing needs? Or maybe you are an aspiring minimalist looking to live a more edited life. Whatever your reason for embracing the multifunctional lifestyle, you’ve decided you’re ready to think outside the box, design a home with intention and live without limits—put simply, you’re ready to work with a Resource designer.

Every Resource Furniture showroom is fully staffed with a team of experienced designers, equipped with the tools, skills and knowledge to help you realize the true potential of your space, no matter its size. From your initial showroom visit to installation day, your designer’s goal is to ensure your complete satisfaction through every stage of the process, ultimately arriving at a solution that’s uniquely suited for your home and way of life.

If you’ve never worked with a designer before, you may be wondering what to expect from your visit, what questions to ask, or what materials to bring. Here are a few things to keep in mind.

Assess
Whatever your goals, determining precisely what you need your furniture to accomplish before your initial visit will not only help your designer match you with the right selection of products, but will also allow you to develop a roadmap as you move forward with your home redesign.

Your Resource designer can help you optimize even the toughest layouts, but the better you can communicate to your designer what you need and want from your space during these early consultative stages, the easier this process will be.

Measure
Prepare for your Resource Furniture showroom visit by taking measurements and photos of the existing room or rooms.

Communicate
Our job is to use our tools and expertise to help you realize the home of your dreams! Look for sources of inspiration and share these with your designer, as this will help you narrow down your product selection and fabric/finish search later on. Our products are highly customizable and made-to-order so your designer can use your inspiration to identify a look that fits your unique design aesthetic.

After your initial appointment, your Resource Furniture designer can usually provide an in-home consultation to help perfect the final design. Remember, we are here every step of the way to ensure you receive the absolute best in quality and function from your living environment!

Enjoy your new space and your new lifestyle!

TIPS:
• For immediate needs, we offer a wide array of Quick Ship items ready for delivery in North America, usually within three weeks.
• Appointments are not required, but highly encouraged as this allows us to tailor your showroom tour around your particular interests and make the most of your valuable time.
• For architects, designers, and other tradespeople, we can provide CAD blocks and SketchUp files to help you streamline your project.

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live!
“Form ever follows function.”

- Louis Sullivan
Brooklyn
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

The Brooklyn transformable coffee-to-dining table features a unique crisscross metal base with hidden wheels. Height-adjustable from 14” to 29.5,” Brooklyn can also seat up to eight for dinner, utilizing two self-storing extension leaves which allow the table to expand from 37” to 77” long. Available in a wide variety of melamine, lacquer, mortar-look, and wood veneer finishes, and seven metal base finish options.

See page 68 for dimensions and finish options.
Cristallo
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

Cristallo is a transforming coffee-to-dining table that adjusts in both height and length for maximum flexibility. Height-adjustable from 10” to 33”, Cristallo features a deep apron and self-storing leaves that allow it to expand from 47” to 86” long, comfortably seating up to eight. Hidden, under-base wheels for easy maneuverability. Available in a wide variety of melamine, lacquer, and wood veneer finishes, and ten metal base options.

See page 69 for dimensions and finish options.

Designed to work seamlessly with our Penelope 2, Circe, Kali and Kali Duo wall bed collections.
Daria
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

Daria is a one-of-a-kind transforming coffee-to-dining table that expands in depth rather than length. Easily adjustable in height from 11" to 34," Daria also expands from 31.5" to 55" deep, seating up to eight. Hidden, under-base wheels for easy maneuverability. Available in a range of melamine, mortar look, lacquer, and wood veneer finishes, and ten metal base options.

See page 70 for dimensions and finish options
Doppio
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

Slim profile Doppio transforms from dining- to coffee table height and everything in between. Height-adjustable from 6.25” to 31”, and expandable from 26.75” to 53.5”, Doppio can seat up to eight with ease. Available in melamine, mortar look, ceramic, glass, and frosted glass finishes, with a choice of ten metal base options. Hidden, under-base wheels for easy maneuverability.

See page 71 for dimensions and finish options.
Dynamic
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

The Dynamic collection of coffee tables and side tables feature rounded corners, beveled edges and a sleek pedestal base. Available in four sizes, Dynamic morphs from side table to work table, and from coffee to dining table with the push of a lever. Adjustable in height from 15.75” to 28.75,” the Dynamic tables are available with lacquer or saddle leather table tops, and a leather or tecnonabuk-wrapped metal base.

See page 72 for dimensions and finish options.
Genie
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

Height-adjustable from 4” to 29.5,” the compact Genie table effortlessly transforms from coffee table to work table to dining table as needed. Available in twelve wood-grain melamine and mortar look finishes, along with ten metal base finish options to choose from.

Designed to work seamlessly with our Nuovoliola, Penelope 2, Circe, Kali and Kali Duo wall bed collections.

See page 73 for dimensions and finish options.
Katana
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

The Katana height-adjustable and expandable coffee-to-dining table can double in size from 26.75” to 53.5” by simply unfolding the table top. The unique curved metal base is available in ten finish options, while the table surface is available in a wide selection of melamine, mortar-look, ceramic, and glass finishes.

See page 74 for dimensions and finish options.
Passo
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

The Passo is a transforming coffee-to-dining table that can be adjusted in height from 8" to 32," and can extend from 47" to 86.5' long with the use of two integrated, self-storing leaves. Able to comfortably seat up to ten for dinner, Passo is available in a large selection of melamine, lacquer, and wood veneer finishes, with ten metal finish options for the base.

See page 75 for dimensions and finish options

Designed to work seamlessly with our Penelope 2, Circe, Kali and Kali Duo wall bed collections.
Soleil
Transforming Coffee-to-Dining Table

The Soleil is a unique coffee-to-dining table featuring a circular top and crisscross pedestal base. Utilizing the integrated extension leaf, transforming Soleil can be easily expanded up to 65" long providing comfortable seating for up to six. Available in a wide selection of ceramic, lacquer, melamine, stained wood veneer, and glass table surface finishes, the base is also available in seven finish options.

See page 76 for dimensions and finish options
EXPERT ADVICE

For the Trendsetter:
Soleil Coffee-to-Dining Table
You’re a true trendsetter, always on the cutting-edge. Your personal style can’t fit into a neat little box, and neither should your furniture. Similarly, the Soleil transforming table defies all convention. Its dramatic, sculptural base gives an unexpected edge to a classic round marble surface, while its unique, contemporary height-adjusting mechanism and self-storing leaf allow the Soleil to live multiple lives as both a coffee table and a dining table. See page 24 for more information on the Soleil.

For the Entertainer:
A Console-to-Dining Table
Your home is the spot for dinner parties, holidays, season finales, and game nights. You’re a natural born entertainer, and you know just how to make your guests feel right at home. You need a space that’s not only stylish, but comfortable and practical enough to accommodate friends and love ones. Enter the Goliath: This stunning modern console table can seat up to 12 for the dinner party of your dreams. Now you can have that designer table you love, and still have plenty of room for everyone on your guest list! See page 32 for more information on the Goliath 195 and Goliath 295.

Furnishing a beautiful, functional home is all about finding those pieces that really speak to you. So whether you’re a design risk-taker, a devout minimalist, or a casual dweller, we have your ideal furniture solution. What is your transforming table soulmate? Read on!

For the Creative Visionary:
Icaro Trifold Dining Table
You’re an artist, a writer, an inventor; at the very least, you’re in tune with your right brain. You see the world in new and inspiring ways, and you bring that same creative energy to your home design. The folding Icaro is chicken soup for your creative visionary soul — with a sleek, architectural design and unique trifold mechanism, Icaro combines form and function to completely redefine the dining table as you know it. Fold up the Icaro in one smooth, easy motion and store it flat to create space whenever, wherever you need it. See page 52 for more information on the Icaro.

For the Explorer:
Katana Coffee-to-Dining Table
Your adventurous spirit drives you to explore new places, meet new people, and engage new ideas, and this shows most of all in your personal style. Inspired by the refined, delicate shape of the cherry blossom — a symbol of fresh starts and new beginnings – the Katana transforming table is sure to spark your sense of wanderlust. This elegant modern table is designed with a gas-lifting mechanism and folding top, allowing it to transform from coffee table to dining table before your eyes. See page 20 for more information on the Katana.

Find Your Transforming Table Soulmate.

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live!
“If everyone is thinking alike, then someone isn’t thinking.”

- George S. Patton
Falda
Transforming Console-to-Dining Table

The Falda transforming console-to-dining table features a slim-profile top with a geometric metal base. Available in two lengths, Falda doubles in width from 16.75” to 33.5,” seating up to six. Available in a variety of melamine and mortar-look finishes for the table surface, and seven metal base finish options.

See page 77 for dimensions and finish options.
Goliath 195/295
Transforming Console-to-Dining Table

Bestselling Goliath transforming console table extends from a slim 17.75” deep console table to a variety of lengths up to 116” long. Utilizing a unique aluminum telescoping mechanism, easily add up to five leaves to seat two, four, six, or up to twelve for dinner or meetings. Available in a variety of lacquer and wood veneer finishes.

See page 78 for dimensions and finish options.
A family of four was thriving in their 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom home in an Upper West Side prewar building. There was just one problem — their 12' x 11' dedicated dining room was not serving their needs at all. Dark, cramped, and packed to capacity with an over-sized table, the dining room spent the majority of the year gathering dust, waiting for the handful of special occasions when it would finally seat guests.

That’s where New York-based interior designer Liz Conn, owner of Elizabeth Conn Design, stepped in. Her task: transform one underutilized room into four.

The wish list was extensive — the family needed the space to function as a guest suite for family visits; an office for homework and bill paying; a lounge area for kids to entertain friends; and still, as originally conceived, a dining room that could accommodate up to 10 guests for holiday dinners and parties.

“Surely, Liz thought, the room would need to be expanded to fit all this functionality into one small space. But building an addition on a high rise in New York City was simply out of the question.”

Liz sourced a wealth of pieces from Resource to create a multi-functional space that seamlessly transforms from one purpose to another. The Swing sofa wall bed system provides a spacious three-seat sofa when closed, perfect for a family room; but when opened, it reveals a queen-sized bed for guests.

Adjacent to the Swing, the Home Office appears to be a contemporary, modular cabinet — but hidden behind the doors is a full-size desktop computer tower, monitor and a generous fold-up work surface. Finally, the Goliath table transforms from a sleek, 17” inch console to a game table for kids, to a 115”-long dining table, able to comfortably seat 12 lucky guests for holiday dinners.

“This isn’t gadgetry,” Liz says. “This is meticulous design that works beautifully and looks great too.”

“The budget was limited and custom-built options were too expensive,” Liz recalls. “Plus, scouting and vetting tradesmen with the skills to build space-saving furniture was not realistic. It would have been cheaper to buy another apartment all together. The only solution was Resource Furniture.”

The Death of the Dining Room:
May it rest in peace.

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live!
Intra
Transforming Console-to-Dining Table

Sculptural Intra console transforms from a 16.75" deep console table to a generous 31.75" deep desk or dining table that can seat up to six. Featuring a clever storage recess in the surface, Intra is available in two finish combinations: natural oak with black matte lacquer trim, or walnut with burgundy matte lacquer trim.

See page 79 for dimensions and finish options
Voile
Transforming Console-to-Dining Table

The Voile console-to-dining table transforms from a 19" deep console to a full-sized dining or conference table. Available either with one self-storing leaf and three additional leaves, or with five leaves, Voile can be configured as needed up to 110" long. Featuring beveled legs and an aluminum telescoping mechanism, Voile is available in nine stained wood veneer and open pore lacquer finishes.

See page 80 for dimensions and finish options.
Make room for everyone at the table.
The Celsius extension dining table, with its sculptural, crisscross metal base, is available in two sizes. The transforming Celsius features two integrated, self-storing leaves allowing it to comfortably seat up to twelve. Choose from a wide selection of melamine, mortar look, lacquer, and wood veneer table finishes, and seven metal finishes for the base.

See page 81 for dimensions and finish options.
The Celsius Round is a transformable dining table with a telescoping mechanism and an integrated folding leaf, allowing it to expand from a 47” circular table to a 71” long oval seating up to six. The sculptural, crisscross metal base is available in seven finishes, with a choice of mortar look, lacquer, glass, or wood veneer finish for the table surface.

See page 82 for dimensions and finish options.
How do people use their homes?

Several years ago, a book was published entitled Life at Home in the 21st Century: 32 Families Open Their Doors. Its authors, a group of UCLA anthropologists and archeologists, followed 32 ordinary families as they went about their days. They were trying to get an accurate read on exactly how the typical American household lives its life. One of the more interesting sections of the book involved how people use their homes. The authors tracked the family members’ movements throughout the day, and a graphic featured in the book represents those actions with red dots, each dot indicating 10 minutes spent in a particular location. What the map shows is a huge concentration of dots in the family room and kitchen. In fact, of the roughly 1344 square feet of this fairly typical ground floor (median house size of a new single-family home is around 2400 square feet), about 528 were used. The large living room, and most notably, the formal dining room were virtually dot free.

If the authors mapped the homes during the holidays, the dot distribution would likely look very different. People use their formal living and dining rooms the most when entertaining during the holidays (though anecdotally speaking, preparing to entertain, which represents the bulk of the day, is often spent in the kitchen and family rooms). The holiday map might look more polka dot than the red cluster blob of the daily map.

Part of the problem is historical.

“In the early 20th century and prior, many homes had servants. The kitchen was their separate domain, while the family ate in the dining room,” she said. As servant duties were handed off to the heads of households—made easier by modern appliances—the kitchen became a social gathering place, not just a food-making factory. The eat-in kitchen, as the Life at Home map tests, became a primary point of congregation for most homes. The dining room relegated to being a showpiece, rather than an active space.

While it’s great to have the ability to host large, formal dinner parties for the holidays and other occasions, maintaining rooms specifically for those events—rooms that might take up 20-50 percent of your available floor space yet are used less than one percent of the year—is a questionable cost/benefit proposition. When families decide to buy a home, how much is it worth to have a large dining room you may rarely use?

Have your turkey and eat it too.

Resource Furniture offers several solutions can help extend your available space. For example, our Goliath table starts off as a 17” deep console, but with the addition of leaves, expands to 115,” providing seating for ten or more.

Want to know the true value of saving space? The Goliath saves 27.306 square feet, so by using the average sale price per square foot, it amounts to savings of $38,911.05 in New York and $26,159.15 in LA, for instance. Wow!

We offer a number of other tables such as the Passo and Cristallo, which start as standard sized coffee tables, but transform into full sized dining tables for eight or more. We also offer seating options such as the Pocket chairs, which fold down to ¾,” and easily stash away, should you not need them most of the year.
Elegance
Transforming Dining Table

The Elegance dining table is a circular extendable table with a beveled edge and tapered, solid ash legs. Utilizing an aluminum telescoping mechanism and three extension leaves, Elegance can expand up to 94.5" in length, comfortable seating up to eight. Available in nine stained wood veneer and lacquer finishes.

See page 83 for dimensions and finish options.
Epsilon
Transforming Dining Table

The Epsilon extension dining table features a patented one-hand opening mechanism with an integrated, self-storing leaf. With its slender steel trestle base and beveled table top, Epsilon is available in two sizes, seating up to ten. Available in a variety of natural oak, stained oak, and matte lacquer finishes.

See page 84 for dimensions and finish options.
Icaro
Transforming Dining Table

Icaro is a unique, space-saving dining table with an architectural, tubular metal frame and circular top. The patented mechanism allows the Icaro to fold flat to less than 3” for easy storage while an integrated handle allows for easy transport. Icaro is available in a variety of melamine and stained wood finishes, with seven metal base finishes to choose from.

See page 85 for dimensions and finish options.
Luna
Transforming Dining Table

The Luna circular extension table features a beveled table edge and contemporary metal pedestal base. With the use of a telescoping mechanism and an integrated, self-storing leaf, Luna quickly expands from a 47” round table to a 71” long oval table, comfortably seating up to six. The table surface is available in a variety of lacquer, glass, ceramic, and stained wood veneer finishes, with ten metal base finishes to choose from.

See page 86 for dimensions and finish options
Plurimo
Transforming Dining Table

The Plurimo table utilizes a completely unique extension mechanism that allows the table to expand in both width and length. Available in four sizes, the smallest model can seat four when closed, and eight when fully extended, while the largest model can seat eight when closed, up to twelve when fully extended. Each model can be ordered in dining height, counter height, or bar height. Choose from one of four table leg styles. Available in stained wood veneer, lacquer, and cement finishes.

See page 87 for dimensions and finish options.
Specchio Table
Transforming Dining Table

With a simple movement, the wall-mounted Specchio Table transforms from a slim, contemporary mirror to a generous 54” long table. The front legs of the Specchio Table are hidden within the mirror frame, and no hardware is exposed. Available with a black epoxy-coated frame and white melamine table surface.

See page 88 for dimensions and finish options.
Surf
Transforming Dining Table

The Surf table is uniquely designed to be placed flush against a wall as a breakfast table for two or work surface. Utilizing the integrated, self-storing leaf, Surf can also expand to 67” long, easily seating four. Choose from a wide selection of melamine, lacquer, ceramic, stained wood veneer, and mortar look finishes for the table surface, and seven finish options for the base.

See page 89 for dimensions and finish options.
Always Room at the (Expandable) Table:

Getting creative when hosting a crowd.

Without the luxury of a formal dining room, how are we to feed hungry hordes of friends and relatives in a comfortable environment? The trick is to adapt the environment to your needs with furniture that folds, expands, collapses, extends or otherwise transforms even the tiniest space into a mini banquet hall.

Without an area specifically dedicated for dining, you’ll need to get creative when expecting a crowd. In cases like these, a coffee table that converts to a dining table is a godsend. The Passo, for instance, is a transforming table with a metal base and hidden wheels, featuring two self-storing extension leaves that allow this coffee table to seat a large dinner party.

The Goliath extending console table will impress your guests even if they aren’t staying for supper. Its unique telescoping mechanism allows it to glide open smoothly to the exact size you need; use one or all five of its additional leaves to accommodate up to ten guests!

Is your apartment so small that you have no spot for either a console or coffee table, much less a dining table? No need to feel constricted! Instead, make use of your walls. The Specchio Table is a space-saving superstar, living a double life as a wall-mounted mirror before folding down to reveal a dining table or writing desk. When not in use, the mirror works to reflect existing light and create the illusion of a larger room. Pull it down and the illusion becomes a reality: space to enjoy an intimate meal with a few friends.

Folding chairs are always the fallback option; our Pocket Chairs are a popular choice for their compact, classic design – they fold to a depth of just ¾”. The Arc Chair features a mechanism that engages the backrest directly over the rear legs to lock the chair in place for convenient storage.

For bigger get-togethers, you’ll need a Toda bench. Comprised of birch and eco-leather seats, the Toda bench conceals extra seats within – enough to sit up to seven people! It’s ideal for creating additional room at large dinner parties – the perfect complement to the Goliath.
Sustainable practices, quality products, a brighter future

Together with our manufacturers, we strive always to consider the planet and the people within our global supply chain just as much as we consider you, our customers – because sustainable and ethical manufacturing practices create a better world for us all.

North American homes, offices and other buildings are responsible for more than one third of the continent’s greenhouse gas pollution output. Living in smaller – and most importantly – more efficient spaces while also constructing smaller and more energy efficient buildings is the cheapest and most economical way to make a dent in greenhouse gas emissions.

The products we sell make living in a smaller footprint not only comfortable, but luxurious and desirable.

When curating our table collection, Resource carefully sources our manufacturers to ensure that our product materials have minimal environmental impact.

Our products contain only CARB Phase II and TSCA Title VI compliant materials, which certifies that the formaldehyde content is limited to the amount naturally occurring in wood.

100% MADE IN ITALY

All of our transforming tables are 100% made in Italy. This ensures superior quality and safety of all products, as well as the fair and dignified treatment of all employees in our supply chain.

100% CARB(2) & TSCA TITLE VI COMPLIANT

Reducing our carbon footprint extends far beyond the impact of individual products. While the innovative design of our products can reduce excessive consumption, Resource is also a major thought leader in the movement toward housing innovation, sponsoring and mentoring nonprofit and educational organizations across the globe to support flexible, sustainable housing for all.

REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

Poor quality products fail within a short period of time and require replacement, which only adds to our already overtaxed landfills. Resource sells only the highest-quality products that are built to last.

Our transforming tables are made using state-of-the-art manufacturing methods to ensure that they will stand the test of time.

COMMITMENT TO CARB(2) & TSCA TITLE VI COMPLIANT

PRODUCT QUALITY

Reducing our carbon footprint extends far beyond the impact of individual products. While the innovative design of our products can reduce excessive consumption, Resource is also a major thought leader in the movement toward housing innovation, sponsoring and mentoring nonprofit and educational organizations across the globe to support flexible, sustainable housing for all.

REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

Poor quality products fail within a short period of time and require replacement, which only adds to our already overtaxed landfills. Resource sells only the highest-quality products that are built to last.

Our transforming tables are made using state-of-the-art manufacturing methods to ensure that they will stand the test of time.

COMMITMENT TO CARB(2) & TSCA TITLE VI COMPLIANT

PRODUCT QUALITY
“What is easy is seldom excellent”

-Samuel Johnson
Brooklyn

36⅞" [93cm]

37½" [95cm]

28¾" [73cm]

35¾" [91cm]

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

N33 Resina Silver

Melamine

W06 Jute

Stained Oak

W09 Blue

Stained Oak

W10 Canaletto

Walnut Veneer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Cristallo

3¼" [8cm]

19⅜" [50cm]

19⅜" [50cm]

1 leaf

5⅞" [15cm]

2 leaves

7⅜" [19cm]

4⅝" [12cm]

4⅝" [12cm]

4½" [12cm]

4½" [12cm]

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

N33 Resina Silver

Melamine

W06 Jute

Stained Oak

W09 Blue

Stained Oak

W10 Canaletto

Walnut Veneer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Daria

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Doppio

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
RECOMMENDED FINISHES

Silver Leather
Graphite Leather
L01 Silver Lacquer
L18 Graffite Lacquer
L29 Taupe Lacquer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

N33 Resina Silver Melamine
N20 Natural Halifax Oak
W06 Jute Stained Oak
N40 Walnut Melamine
W09 Blue Stained Oak

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Katana

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

W07 Fume Oak
W09 Blue Stained Oak
W10 Canaletto Walnut Veneer
W06 Jute Stained Oak
W08 Tortora Open Pore Lacquer
W05 Acidato Glass
W04 Bianco Acidato Glass
N33 Resina Silver Melamine
N40 Walnut Melamine
KO1 Ceramic

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Passo

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

G05 Tortora Acidato Glass
G04 Bianco Acidato Glass
KO1 Ceramic
W10 Canaletto Walnut Veneer
W06 Jute Stained Oak
W07 Fume Oak
W09 Blue Stained Oak
L40 Tortora Open Pore Lacquer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Soleil

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

K02 Fokos Terra Ceramic
K05 Bianco Statuario Venato Lucido Ceramic

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Falda 130/150

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

N20 Natural Halifax Oak Melamine
N24 Ardesia Melamine
N33 Resina Silver Melamine
N36 Olmo Moka Melamine
N40 Walnut Melamine

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Goliath 195/295

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

- W06 Jute Stained Oak
- W07 Fume Oak
- W09 Blue Stained Oak
- W10 Canaletto Walnut Veneer
- L51-31 Bianco Luce Lacquer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Intra

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

- 103 Natural Oak
- 805 Natural Walnut

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Voile

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

- TB Tobacco Wood
- NC Walnut Wood
- L21 Open Pore Matte White Lacquer
- L23 Open Pore Matte Cappuccino Lacquer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Celsius

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

- N33 Resina Silver Melamine
- N20 Natural Halifax Oak Melamine
- W06 Jute Stained Oak
- W09 Blue Stained Oak
- W10 Canaletto Walnut Veneer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Celsius Round

**RECOMMENDED FINISHES**

- W06 Jute
- Stained Oak
- N33 Resina Silver
- Melamine
- W09 Blue
- Stained Oak
- Ceramic K05

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

Elegance

**RECOMMENDED FINISHES**

- TB Tobacco Wood
- NC Walnut Wood
- WG Wenge Wood
- L21 White
- L23 Cappuccino

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
**Epsilon 220/260**

![Diagram of Epsilon 220/260]

**Recommended Finishes**
- Dark Grey Matte Lacquered Oak 660
- Earl Grey Matte Lacquered Oak 655
- Charcoal Matte Lacquered Oak 666

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

**Icaro**

![Diagram of Icaro]

**Recommended Finishes**
- N23 Resina Silver Melamine
- N20 Natural Halifax Oak Melamine
- N40 Walnut Melamine
- W06 Jute Stained Oak
- W09 Blue Stained Oak

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
**Luna**

Top

**RECOMMENDED FINISHES**

- K05 Bianco Statuario Venato Lucido
- White Glass
- W06 Jute Stained Oak
- Ceramic K01
- W09 Blue Stained Oak

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.

**Plurimo**

**RECOMMENDED FINISHES**

- TB Tobacco Wood
- WG Wenge Wood
- NC Walnut Wood
- L21 White Open Pore Matte Lacquer
- L23 Cappuccino Open Pore Matte Lacquer

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
Specchio Table

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

Black Metal Frame
Mirror

RECOMMENDED FINISHES

N23 Resina Silver
Melamine

White Glass

WO6 Jute
Stained Oak

WO9 Blue
Stained Oak

Ceramic K05

Visit this product page on our website for a full range of finish options.
* Leaves match table surface except for ceramic and glass versions (which come with lacquered leaves)